Links

EU budget on-line

Budget on-line

N-Lex

N-Lex - A common gateway to National Law

About EU law

The ABC of EU law

EU law

Application of EU law

How does the legislative process work?

Decision-making process

European Parliament: Legislative Observatory

Council of the European Union: decision-making process

Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union

TED - Public procurement (OJ S)

Tools and manuals

EuroVoc, the EU's multilingual thesaurus

Legislative drafting guide

Interinstitutional style guide

European Forum of Official Gazettes

European Forum of Official Gazettes

Directory of legal gazettes in Europe

Institutions' publications

EU Publications
Documents of the institutions and bodies of the Union

European Parliament - Register of Documents
European Parliament - Parliamentary questions
Council of the European Union - Public Register
Council of the European Union - Agreements database
European Commission – Openness and access to documents
Court of Justice of the European Union – Case-law
European Court of Auditors – Audit reports and opinions
European Economic and Social Committee - Documents
European Committee of the Regions - Documents
European Central Bank
European Investment Bank